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STRETCHING THEIR MINDS
Luke McKenna

1. A belief that our talents or intelligence are fixed 
traits

2. A lowered resilience in the face of set backs 
and reduced recognition of persistent, focussed 
effort

3. Student stress, anxiety, depression and a 
general lack of mental health

INHIBITORS TO STUDENT IMPROVEMENT

GROWTH MINDSET THE FIXED MINDSET IN ACTION
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Steady Lazy

Slow Tortoise, 
2nd place

4th place

Fast 1st place Hare, 3rd

place

“I don’t divide the world into the 
weak and the strong, or the 

successes and the failures. I divide 
the world into the learners and the 

nonlearners.”
Benjamin Barber.

The Effect of Praise on Performance (Dweck, 2006)

Test #1- Students all given the same (moderately difficult) test. 
After which, two groups of equal ability were formed.

Group	A- intelligence	praised Group	B- effort	praised
Were	told,	“wow,	you	must	be	

really	smart”
Were	told,	“wow,	you	must	be	

really	hard	working”
Given	option	of	hard	or	easy	new	tasks.

67%	chose	easier	option. 92%	chose	harder	option.

Test #2- Both groups given same (difficult) test. Performance dropped for both groups.

Test	#3- Both	groups	given	same	(moderately	difficult)	test.

Results	declined	by	20%	(4.38). Results	improved	by	30%	(6.81).

40%	lied	about	their	results. 10%	lied	about	their	results.

Children who received a greater proportion of 
process praise [tended] to believe that the 

“sources of their accomplishments are effort and 
deliberate practice”, whereas children who heard 
a greater proportion of person praise [tended] to 

believe that the sources of their 
accomplishments are fixed traits”

CREATING A COMMON LANGUAGE 
ACROSS THE SCHOOL 

(Gunderson, et al., 2013)

Instead of This (Person-Praise) Try This (Process-Praise)

Great job! You must be smart at this. Great job! You must have worked really 
hard.

See, you are good at English. You got an A 
on your last test.

You really studied for your English test 
and your improvement shows it.

You got it! I told you that you were smart.
I like the way you tried all kinds of 
strategies on that math problem until you 
finally got it.

You are such a good student!
I love the way you stayed at your desk, 
you kept your concentration, and you kept 
on working. That’s great!

PERSON VS PROCESS PRAISE
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Without effort With effort
Succeed • We need to raise 

the bar for you 
now.

• You’re ready for 
something more 
difficult.

• Well done for not 
giving up, and look 
what you have to 
show for it!

• All that hard work 
and effort paid off!

Struggle • Just try – we can 
always fix 
mistakes after we 
have a go.

• Let’s write a plan 
for practicing.

• If it were easy you 
wouldn’t be learning 
anything!

• I admire your 
persistence and hard 
work. It will pay off.
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¡ “I’m not good with numbers.”
¡ “I’m not creative.”
¡ “I’m just not a much of an athlete.”
¡ “I don’t have an artistic bone in my body”

OR

¡ “I was born smart.”
¡ “I have a gift for story writing.”
¡ “I am naturally good at sport.”

THE FIXED MINDSET VOICE

WHAT’S 
NEXT?


